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The year 2013 marks CCH’s 100th anniversary providing tax law insight, analysis and solutions. It is also the 100th anniversary of the modern income tax, which since 1913 has grown in both size and complexity. In fact, since 1913, the tax code has grown from a few thousand to nearly 4 million words, and taxpayers now spend an astounding 6 billion hours annually preparing tax returns and complying with tax laws.

CCH has been helping professionals and their clients navigate tax laws since 1913, the year the Sixteenth Amendment was ratified. That took place on February 3, 1913, and established Congress’ right to impose a federal income tax. This was followed by enactment of the United States Revenue Act of 1913 on October 3, also known as the Underwood Tariff Act.

“As the federal income tax law reaches the century mark, this may be the year comprehensive tax reform takes shape,” said CCH Principal Federal Tax Analyst Mark Luscombe, JD, LLM, CPA. “The year is already looking to be an active one, with the passage of the American Taxpayer Relief Act on New Year’s Day 2013, being just the start. Unfinished legislation to find more revenue and more spending cuts is still being discussed. Continuing Congressional hearings and Administration proposals for tax reform almost guarantee further tax legislation in 2013.”

CCH continues to serve our customers with the most timely and accurate tax information and solutions.
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